Powering of an HTS Dipole Insert-Magnet Operated Standalone in Helium Gas between 5 and 85 K
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Abstract. This paper describes the standalone magnet cold testing of the high temperature superconducting magnet Feather-M2.1-2. This magnet was constructed within the European funded FP7-EUCARD2 collaboration to test Roebel type HTS cable, and is one of the first high temperature superconducting dipole magnets in the world. The magnet was operated in forced flow helium gas with temperatures ranging between 5 to 85 K. During the tests a magnetic dipole field of 3.1 T was reached inside the aperture at a current of 6.5 kA and a temperature of 5.7 K. These values are in agreement with the self-field critical current of the used SuperOx cable assembled with Sunam tapes (low-performance batch), thereby confirming that no degradation occurred during winding, impregnation, assembly and cool-down of the magnet. The magnet was quenched many tens of times by ramping over the critical current and no degradation nor training was evident. During the tests the voltage over the coil was monitored in the micro-volt range. An inductive cancellation wire was used to remove the inductive component, thereby significantly reducing noise levels. Close to the quench current, drift was detected both in temperature and voltage over the coil. This drifting happens in a time scale of minutes and is a clear indication that the magnet has reached its limit. All quenches happened approximately at the same average electric field and thus none of the quenches occurred unexpectedly.
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1. Introduction

Feather-M2 is an HTS accelerator dipole insert-magnet designed and constructed in the framework of EUCARD2 WP10.3\cite{12}, which serves as a test of HTS conductor being part of a magnet. The magnet was designed to generate the required 5 T central magnetic field when operated in standalone, while maximizing the magnetic field contribution when operated inside a background field, for example supplied by the 13-15 T Fresca2 magnet\cite{3,5}. To this purpose a novel layout type named Aligned Block is used\cite{6,7}. In this layout the HTS superconducting tapes are aligned with the magnetic field lines when the magnet is operated as insert inside a background magnetic field. This results in 2-5 times higher engineering current densities, compared to the unaligned case\cite{8}, but should also reduce screening current effects, thereby improving magnetic field quality.

At present (Summer 2017) the first two magnet poles named Feather-M2.1 and Feather-M2.2 have been wound, impregnated and assembled with Roebel cable\cite{9,13}cabled by SuperOx\cite{14}, using ReBCO coated conductor tape from Sunam\cite{15}, following the punch-and-coat route. This cable has a much lower (factor 3\cite{16}) engineering current density than the final cable of the EuCARD2 program, whose tape has been manufactured by Bruker HTS\cite{17} and has been assembled into Roebel cable by KIT\cite{18}. This last cable was not available at the time of winding and will be tested in a magnet called Feather-M2.3-4 as a next step. Due to the low performance of the SuperOx/Sunam cable, the initial set of poles should be considered as practice coils in order to eliminate potential issues before using the more costly high performance cable. Winding of this cable onto the Feather-M2.3 and Feather-M2.4 poles is now foreseen early 2018.

After assembly of the two poles, the Feather-M2.1-2 magnet was tested standalone inside an iron yoke. Similar to the sub-scale prototype racetrack coil Feather-M0.4, tested last year at CERN\cite{19}, the magnet is operated inside forced flow Helium gas with variable temperature. Despite the low performance of the cable, the cold powering tests offer valuable insight into the future use of HTS inside accelerator magnets, like FCC\cite{20,21}. This paper briefly presents the assembly of the Feather-M2.1-2 (SuperOx, Sunam) magnet, the results from the first cold powering test and the insights gained. For convenience, the specifications of the Feather-M2.1-2 magnet and SuperOx/Sunam cable are summarized in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The definition of the used parameters is provided in respective Figures 1 and 2. After the initial series of tests presented in this paper, a set of Hall probes and pick-up coils were installed in the magnet’s aperture in order to perform magnetic measurements. The results of these additional tests, showing dynamic field effects, are published separately in\cite{22}.

### Table 1. Geometric specifications of the Feather-M2.1-2 magnet. The used parameters are clarified in Figure 1. Table adapted from\cite{7,8}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Φ_{in}</td>
<td>40.0 mm</td>
<td>aperture diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Φ_{out}</td>
<td>99.0 mm</td>
<td>outer diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_{ap}</td>
<td>2.0 mm</td>
<td>extra aperture spacing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_{yoke1}</td>
<td>51.0 mm</td>
<td>yoke inner radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_{yoke2}</td>
<td>111.0 mm</td>
<td>yoke outer radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{yoke}</td>
<td>800.0 mm</td>
<td>yoke length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{turn1}</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>central deck number of turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n_{turn2}</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>wing deck number of turns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_0</td>
<td>100.0 mm</td>
<td>straight section length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_w</td>
<td>44.0 mm</td>
<td>straight section width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_co</td>
<td>720 mm</td>
<td>total coil length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{cen1}</td>
<td>3.8 mm</td>
<td>central deck y-position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{cen2}</td>
<td>17.3 mm</td>
<td>wing deck y-position</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h_{end1}</td>
<td>21.3 mm</td>
<td>central deck flaring height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h_{end2}</td>
<td>21.3 mm</td>
<td>wing deck flaring height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ_{end}</td>
<td>4.0 degree</td>
<td>flaring angle at coil end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ_{rot1}</td>
<td>0.5 degree</td>
<td>central shear angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ_{rot2}</td>
<td>8.0 degree</td>
<td>wing shear angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{twist}</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>shear angle factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_{easy}</td>
<td>16.0 mm</td>
<td>easy-way bend radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_{mid}</td>
<td>400 mm</td>
<td>mid-coil bend radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_{hard}</td>
<td>2000 mm</td>
<td>hard-way bend radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_{cen}</td>
<td>12.2 m</td>
<td>central deck cable length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_{wing}</td>
<td>3.6 m</td>
<td>wing deck cable length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_{lead}</td>
<td>1.35 m</td>
<td>length of each current lead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_{pole}</td>
<td>18.5 m</td>
<td>cable length in each pole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l_{total}</td>
<td>37 m</td>
<td>total cable length in magnet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{self}</td>
<td>166 µH</td>
<td>magnet self-inductance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E_{stored}</td>
<td>2.9 kJ</td>
<td>stored energy at 6 kA/3 T</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Geometric specifications of the used Roebel cable used in Feather-M2.1-2, assembled by SuperOx from Sunam tape. The used parameters are clarified in Figure 2. Table adapted from\cite{7,8}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N_s</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>number of tapes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_s</td>
<td>0.15 mm</td>
<td>tape thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_c</td>
<td>1.2 mm</td>
<td>cable total thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d_i</td>
<td>0.1 mm</td>
<td>insulation thickness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_s</td>
<td>5.00 mm</td>
<td>tape width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_i</td>
<td>12.0 mm</td>
<td>cable width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_c</td>
<td>6.00 mm</td>
<td>cross over width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W_f</td>
<td>2.0 mm</td>
<td>channel width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Φ_c</td>
<td>30 degree</td>
<td>cross over angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_{tp}</td>
<td>300 mm</td>
<td>transposition pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_i</td>
<td>6.0 mm</td>
<td>inner radius</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r_o</td>
<td>0.0 mm</td>
<td>outer radius</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2. Winding, Impregnation and Assembly

One of the important findings of EUCARD2 is that the classical fiber-glass epoxy insulation and impregnation scheme can also be applied to HTS. To avoid high stresses due to the Lorentz forces on the complex cable geometry [24] it is necessary to fill all voids with epoxy resin. The resin spreads out the stresses and avoids scissoring and peel-off effects of the tapes along the edges at the cross-over locations.

To avoid delamination [25] of the tapes, it is important that the thermal contraction of the epoxy matches that of the tapes [26]. Therefore it was decided to use clear epoxy resin (CTD101K [27]) in combination with glass fibers (see Figure 3). These glass fibers comprise of a rope inside the channel at the center of the cable and a sleeve on the outside, which is also part of the turn-to-turn insulation. The resulting glass-fiber epoxy has about the same thermal contraction as copper and stainless steel. The resin was cured using the standard cycle of 5 hours at 110 °C then 16 hour at 125 °C. Using this scheme it was experimentally determined, by the University of Twente, that the coil pack can resist a transverse pressure exceeding 400 MPa [28, 29]. To avoid the impregnated coil pack being under tension, another suspected cause for delamination, it was decided to mould-release the central former. During the winding and impregnation the coil pack is put under a slight compression of 2 to 5 MPa in order to achieve good electrical contact between all the tapes. This is necessary to improve the thermal stability of the coil and to allow current sharing between the tapes in case of small defects.

Figure 4 shows a rendering of the parts making up one magnet pole of the Feather-M2 magnet. The Roebel cable is wound onto a central former, as shown in Figure 5. The cable is surrounded by a set of spacers, allowing the OFHC copper Inductively Coupled Energy Dissipation (ICED) rings [30–33] to be inserted from the top. A set of G11 sheets electrically insulate the decks from one another and from ground. Iron pole pieces are inserted to increase the magnetic field by another 0.4 T. The forces onto the end of the coil are intercepted by a set of stainless steel end-plates. Each pole of the magnet is wound on top of the impregnation mould, which when closed is by itself vacuum tight. This allows for impregnation without using a vacuum chamber. The impregnated coils, shown in Figure 6, are assembled together inside an
aluminum cylinder, which is responsible for containing the radial forces. The iron yoke was assembled around the magnet after which the current lead connections are made.

Figure 4. Rendering showing an exploded view of all the parts making up one of the Feather-M2 magnet poles. Visible from top to bottom are the copper rings, the spacers, the coil-windings and joint area, the former, the iron poles and the G11 insulation sheets.

The resistances between coil, ground and instrumentation are in all cases in the range of 100 GΩ indicating that the used impregnation and insulation system is adequate. In addition a fast discharge test was performed, up to 2 kV, to check for turn-to-turn shorts. It was observed that the voltage recordings were similar between Feather-M2.1 and Feather-M2.2 for all amplitudes and thus no shorts were revealed.

3. Instrumentation and Noise Levels

Because quench detection and protection was a major concern, Feather-M2.1-2 features some instrumentation that is not very common for accelerator magnets. A simplified wiring diagram providing an overview of the instrumentation on the coils is shown in Figure 7. Visible are the two main current leads A and B, part of the test facility, with the two coils, Feather-M2.1 and Feather-M2.2 connected via an interlayer splice. Each of the leads, exiting the coils, has two voltage taps (for redundancy), forming a twisted pair with the wire of the opposing lead. The voltage taps are soldered to an arbitrary tape in the cable, which is not necessarily the same one on either side of the coil. Each lead is also equipped with a set of pick-up coils to measure fast changes of the current distribution between the tapes inside the cable. A temperature sensor is mounted inside the copper ring both on the lead-end and turn-end of each coil. These temperature sensors are used to determine the operating temperature of the magnet.
Figure 6. Feather-M2.1-2 poles before applying the polyimide insulation sheet and insertion into its aluminum support cylinder.

A
inductive cancellation wire

B

Figure 7. Simplified wiring diagram illustrating the instrumentation used in the Feather-M2.1-2 magnet.

ditional temperature sensors are present on the main current leads and outside of the yoke. Inside the aperture a set of three Hall probes is present, each of which is backed by a pick-up coil to ensure proper calibration, as the used Hall probes are not stable during the variable temperature operation.

In order to measure only the resistive component of the voltage over the coils and greatly reduce the noise-to-signal ratio of the voltage taps, an inductive backing wire [34] was inserted inside the central channel of the used Roebel cable (see Figures 3 and 8). This enamel coated copper wire follows exactly the same path as the cable and thus the induced voltage over it is the same. This voltage is then subtracted from the measured voltage over coil. The noise level measured is about one-third of the noise level of the differential signal between the two poles of the magnet, not using the subtraction from the inductive wire. Also as intended it contains a near zero inductive component making data analysis and EI-curve (average electric field, generated by the resistive transition, against current, see Section 6) fitting much easier, thereby providing a useful tool for analysis. The measured noise level in the voltage signal of each pole, at a sampling frequency of about 3 Hz, is approximately $2 \mu V$, equaling an electric field of $0.1 \mu V/m$.

In addition to the temperature sensors, also optical fibers with Bragg gratings [35,36], a relatively new temperature monitoring technique, were used on the outside of the coil to map the temperature of important components, such as the joints and the top of the coil. The temperature as measured by the optical fibers was in good agreement with the classical temperature sensors, showing that the system is working correctly. For the next Feather-M2.3-4 coil it is planned to integrate these fibers inside the G11 insulation sheets to allow monitoring of local cable temperature rises during drift (see Section 7).
4. Cool-down, Critical Temperature and Triple-R

The RRR (Residual Resistivity Ratio) of the copper stabilizer reflects the purity and hardness state of the copper and is important to determine stability, losses and quench behavior of the magnets. Because of this, it is as well an important input parameter for numerical models, to study, for example, quenches in HTS coils. The RRR is defined as the resistivity of the copper at 273 K divided with its resistivity at 10 K. To determine the RRR, the coil is powered during cool-down to a very low current of 6 A. By measuring the voltage drop over the coil the resistance of the cable can be determined as function of temperature. The cool-down of the magnet was performed in the time scale of several hours (approximate rate 50 K/hour) during which the temperature difference within the coil was kept within 20 K at all times. Below the critical temperature of 93 K the voltage drops to zero indicating that the coil is now fully superconducting. The transition observed is much more gradual than for LTS coils likely due to the top of the magnet being at a different temperature than the bottom of the magnet. This gradient was more prominent due to the higher heat capacity at 93 K compared to around 10 K, the critical temperature for Nb-Ti conductors. Because the cable becomes superconducting it is not possible to determine the resistance of the matrix below the critical temperature. Therefore, in order to determine RRR, it is necessary to perform a fit. The voltage over the cable at 6 A is calculated as function of temperature, for different triple-R values, using the copper resistivity relation from CUDI [37], which is based on [38], and the composition of the cable: 15 tapes, 5.0 mm wide, consisting of 100 µm of Hastelloy and 40 µm of copper (also see Table 2). The measured voltage at temperatures of 300 K and ∼98 K (well above the transition) is compared to the calculated curves in Figure 9. The measured voltages best match a copper RRR of 20 ± 5, which is in agreement with the expected value for the HTS tape [16].

5. Training and Degradation

During the testing the quench detection was set at a threshold voltage of 20 mV with a 8 ms delay time. After detection the current extraction was performed with a 50 mΩ dump resistor and 2.5 ms IGBT switch. These parameters were selected based on numerical simulations [8], which assume adiabatic conditions and should ensure safe operation of the magnet up to 12 kA, at which point the hot-spot temperature reaches an estimated 250 K. The peak temperature at the achieved operating current of 6 kA (see Section 6) is approximately 160 K.

The magnet was quenched several tens of times at various temperatures and did not exhibit any training behavior. This is expected for HTS because it is many orders of magnitude more stable in terms of Minimal Quench Energies (MQE). This means that suspected training mechanisms for LTS [39], for example, cracking of the resin or small conductor movements, cannot initiate a quench in HTS. Additionally, the quenches also did not lead to any degradation of the critical current, indicating that the used protection scheme is sufficient to protect the magnet.

6. S.c. Transition and Critical Current

The Feather-M2.1-2 magnet is tested in contrast to most LTS magnets in Helium gas. This allows operation at variable temperature. At high temperatures, the critical current is very low and thus hot spot temperatures rise slowly, leaving significant time for protection. At lower temperatures during a quench, the hot-spot temperature rises rapidly leaving little time for protection. By going down in temperature in steps, the quenches remain predictable, and thus risk to the magnet is minimized.

The expected critical current of the Feather-M2.1-2 is calculated using the intersection between the load-line and the critical surface. However, because no explicit data was available on the used Sunam tape, a self-field critical current measurement was performed on a single 5.0 mm wide tape at 77 K. The critical current was determined at 300 A, making the estimated critical current of the cable approximately 4.5 kA (77 K, without self-field). This value was then used to scale the
critical surface, based on a few years old measurement data \[10\], to match this value. The resulting critical surface, together with the calculated load-lines of the Feather-M2.1-2 magnet, is shown in Figure 10. It can be seen that, at low magnetic fields, the critical current strongly depends on the applied magnetic field, and thus the self-field critical current is significantly higher than the critical current of the coil (even at half a tesla). This can be explained by the choice of Sunam not to include artificial pinning centers (by doping) in their tapes.

\[
E = 10 \, \mu V/m \quad (18.5 \, m)
\]

Figure 10. Prediction of the critical current using the critical surface of Sunam tape, data provided by the Robinson Institute, Victoria University, scaled to the self-field measurement at 77 K. The surface is assumed at perpendicular applied magnetic field. The intersections between the load-line of the magnet with the surface gives the critical current at each temperature.

The superconducting transition is commonly described by a power law which is given as \[ E = E_0 \left( \frac{I}{I_c} \right)^N \], where \( I_c \) is the critical current, \( N \) is the so-called N-value, \( E \) is the electric field, \( I \) is the current in the conductor and \( E_0 \) is the electric field criterion to define the critical current. Classically, in LTS applications, the electric field criterion is given as \( E_0 = 10 \, \mu V/m \), which is the value also used in this paper. It must be noted, however, that in some other publications \[11\],[12], reporting HTS experiments, a criterion of 100 \( \mu V/m \) is used. To determine the critical current the electric field in the coil is plotted against the current in a so-called EI-curve, which is defined here as the averaged electric field against the current in the coil, as opposed to en EJ-relation that describes the local behavior. This is important because it depends on the geometry of the coil: parts of the coil may have considerable less margin than other parts.

As an example a measured EI-curve (using the non-inductive wire, see Section 3) is shown, at an operating temperature of 7.9 K, in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Measured average electric field versus current, showing the different heat-balance regimes, in the Feather-M2.1-2 at an operating temperature of 7.9 K in Helium gas.

The critical current is then determined by fitting the power law to the data points near the transition. However, it can be seen that the magnet could be operated far beyond the critical current, as defined by \( E_0 \). The magnet ultimately quenches at a current which is around 160% of the critical current. Beyond the critical current there is a regime in which the superconductor transitions and thus an increasing amount of current is shared between the superconductor and the matrix, causing the magnet to be partially resistive. In this regime the electric heating is counteracted by the cooling power provided by the liquid or gas. When the heating and cooling are equal, the temperature is stable and the magnet can be operated indefinitely. When the heating exceeds the cooling, the temperature drifts away slowly over minutes until eventually a quench occurs. Similar results were reported in a cryogen-free (situation similar to gas) MgB\(_2\) coil in \[13\]. This type of behavior is much more apparent in HTS than in LTS due to the inherently soft transition (low N-value) and higher temperature margin. A temperature elevation, over that of the helium gas, allows a considerable amount of heat to be evacuated without triggering the typical runaway effect. This causes the region of stable current sharing to be quite extended.

It can be seen that towards higher current levels the EI-curve starts to deviate from the power law. This is likely due to the temperature continuously rising inside the coil. These assumptions are supported by a few kelvin elevation of the coil temperature with respect to the temperature of the helium gas, as measured by the regular temperature sensors located inside the copper rings (see Section 8), as well as the optical fibers located outside at the lead end of the coil. This means that measuring and mapping the local temperature rise inside the coil, when inside or near the drift region, could yield very interesting results and should be considered for future HTS magnets.
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To study the current sharing regime further, the fraction of current running in the superconducting and normal conducting part of the tapes can be estimated by the solution of a parallel path model \[44\] [45], in which the superconductor is modeled in parallel with the resistive materials. The resulting equation, describing the distribution of current between the paths, is given as

\[
\frac{E_0}{\rho} \left( \frac{I_{sc}}{I_c} \right)^N - I_{sc} = I_{tot},
\]

where \(E_0\) is the electric field criterion in V/m, \(\rho\) the resistivity of the resistive part of the tape in \(\Omega/\text{m}\), \(I_c\) the critical current of the conductor in A, \(N\) is the so-called N-value, \(I_{sc}\) the current flowing in the superconductor and \(I_{tot}\) the total current flowing in the conductor, both also in A. After solving numerically for \(I_{sc}\), the normal conducting current can be calculated as \(I_{nc} = I_{tot} - I_{sc}\). The resulting fraction of normal conducting current, as function of total current and N-value, is presented in Figure 12. Note that the N-value of the individual tapes should be much higher, in the range of 20 – 30, than the N-value of the cable, which is around 6. It can be seen that considerable amount of current, about 1%, is flowing inside the matrix at about 1.3 – 1.6 (depending on N-value) times the critical current.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Current [kA]} \\
\text{Temperature [K]}
\end{array}
\]

At each temperature the magnet is ramped at a rate of 10 A/s up to its quench current. Based on the resulting EL-curves the critical current and N-values are determined. The first are presented, together with the quench current and predicted critical current, as function of temperature in Figure 13. Again the fully superconducting and current sharing regions are indicated. The predicted critical currents resulting from the load-line intersections with the scaled surface match well with the measured critical currents of the coil. This indicates that during coil construction no noticeable degradation has occurred. This is further confirmed by the very similar IV-characteristics between the two coils. In essence: the chances of having two coils with exactly the same degradation are very slim.

The resulting N-values are shown in Figure 14. The N-value of the magnet is around 6. This is very low compared to LTS, where values of around 50 are expected, but even for HTS, which usually features N-values around 20 to 30 (for single tapes) [46]. This can be explained by the current distribution between all tapes in the cable in combination with different joint resistances for each tape [47]. It can be seen that the N-value of the coil has a slight dependence on the temperature. Towards the lower temperatures, the N-value likely goes down due to the reducing resistivity of the copper matrix, thereby favoring current sharing. At higher temperatures the N-value goes down because the distance with the critical temperature decreases. Further more accurate measurements on single tape and cable are required to confirm this observation and hypothesis.

The maximum current reached, at normal ramp-rate, was approximately 5.8 kA (also refer to Figure 13) at which the magnetic field in the aperture is 2.9 T and the peak field is 3.1 T. For reference the calculated magnetic field in the aperture along the axis is shown as function of current in Figure 15. At higher ramp-rates the quench current increases because less time is available for the coil pack to heat up in the current sharing regime. The increased coupling and hysteresis losses, causing LTS to quench at lower current at increased ramp-rates, have nearly no effect on HTS.
due to the much higher thermal margin. This causes the ramp-rate dependence of the quench current to be opposite between LTS and HTS. The quench current of Feather-M2.1-2 at an operating temperature of 5.7 K saturates at a value of about 6.5 kA (3.3 T peak field) with increased ramp-rate. The ramp-rate dependence is illustrated further in Figure 16, which shows the different EI-curves. It can be seen that at high ramp-rate the curve can reach to a higher (quench) current. The curves start to deviate at around 5.5 kA, likely also the point at which the stable regime transitions into drift. Thereby the EI-curves can possibly be used to determine this point more easily.

During the measurement it was found that close to the quench current the voltages over the coil, as measured by the non-inductive wire, started to drift (also see Figure 11). This drift was a clear indication of an imminent quench. The reaction time however is still on the time-scale of several minutes and a small (100 A) reduction in operating current resulted in a recovery, as shown several times in the voltage recordings in Figure 17. The exponential voltage increase before a quench could in principle be quantified by taking the first and second derivative of the voltage with respect to time. If both are positive a quench is imminent.

Additionally the average electric field at which the quenches occurred always exceeded 200 µV/m, as shown in Figure 18. In essence: all observed quenches were caused by ohmic heating due to over-current and thus none of the quenches occurred unexpectedly. Limiting the average electric field at a pre-set value in combination with the detection of temperature and/or voltage drifts could be a viable method in future HTS magnets to completely avoid quenching. This is an important observation and could be extremely useful when operating at very high current densities (well) exceeding 1000 A/mm², potentially enabling highly...
### Joint Resistances

A new joint system named Fin-Block was used in the Feather-M2 magnet for the first time. During the testing the joints did not show any significant temperature rise and were not limiting the current, like they were in the Feather-M0.4 test. Sub-cooling of the joints, as done in Feather-M0.4, was not necessary. The joint resistances are determined by linear fitting.
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Figure 19. Comparison between the modeled and measured current decay after the switching of the dump resistor. It can be seen that the model including the copper ring is in good agreement with the measured data, while the theoretical exponential decay (not including the ring) fails to predict the behavior correctly.

Figure 20. Measured temperature inside the copper rings and formers of Feather-M2.1-2 against time before and after the quench, which occurs at 0 seconds. It can be seen that before the quench, the temperature drifts away, after the quench a spike indicates that part of the energy has effectively been extracted by the copper rings.

of the voltages against the current. The resulting values are presented as function of temperature in Figure 21. Joint resistances are all below 150 nΩ at 77 K and are below 19 nΩ at 10 K. This difference is caused by the resistivity of the copper, used for the various parts of the joint, which is strongly dependent on the temperature. Although the joints were no longer limiting the current, it must be noted that the Fin-Block configuration was much more difficult to handle during magnet assembly and in the test station than conventional joints due to its higher weight.

Figure 21. Joint resistances as function of temperature resulting from linear fitting of the measured voltages over the joints against the operating current of the magnet. See the electrical diagram in Figure 7 for the location of the joints.

10. Conclusion

The full-scale coil Feather-M2.1-2 (SuperOx, Sunam) was successfully tested at variable temperature in Helium gas up to a magnetic field of 3.1 T in the aperture and a magnetic peak field of 3.3 T on the conductor, which was reached at a temperature of 5.7 K and a current of 6.5 kA. These results demonstrate that with the performance of the next cables of EuCARD2 (tape processed by Bruker and cable assembled by KIT), which are presently being wound into the next coils Feather-M2.3-4, the EUCARD2 requirement of 5 T should easily be achieved.

The non-inductive backing wire has about one-third of the noise level than the differential signal between the two poles of the magnet. This type of measurement is useful for analysis of the behavior of the coil and should be considered for all magnets. A large, approximately factor 1.6, difference was found between the fitted critical current, at the traditional electric field criterion of 10 µV/m, and the quench current. Beyond the critical current an increasing amount of current is shared with the resistive part of the conductor, causing the magnet to become partially resistive, resulting in heating. The current sharing can be subdivided further in a stable zone and a drift zone. In the stable zone the heat balance between heating and cooling result in a stable temperature, and thus the magnet can be operated indefinitely. In the drift zone the heating exceeds the cooling, causing the temperature in the coil to rise over a time scale of minutes, eventually leading to a quench.

The critical current of the coil is compared to experimental Sunam critical current data, appropriately scaled using a 77 K measurement. The critical cur-
rents resulting from the load-line intersections match well with the measured critical currents of the coil. This indicates that during coil construction no degradation has occurred in vital locations. In addition, both coils have very similar V-I characteristics, which further confirms that no degradation of the critical current occurred during construction.

The magnet was quenched several tens of times and did not exhibit any training behavior. This means that suspected training mechanisms for LTS, like cracking of the resin, do not initiate a quench in HTS. Also no degradation of the critical current was observed indicating that the protection scheme was sufficient. The onsets of the quenches were clearly visible by an exponential increase of the voltage many seconds in advance. In addition a temperature increase was observed both on classical temperature probes and on optical fibers. When the current is ramped down by a small amount (only 100 A) just before the quench, the magnet is able to recover.
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